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Bontecou, Lee: Untitled. 1961
Denis, Maurice: By the Sea. 1898.
Feininger, Lyonel: Uprising.

Manhattan I.

Grosz, George: Explosion. (1917).
Ipousteguy, Jean: David and Goliath. 1959.
Johnson, Lester: Three Heads with the Word "Black". 1962.
Matisse, Henri: Dance. 1909.
Miró, Joan: Large Mural Painting. 1950-51.
Picasso, Pablo: Two Women. 1920.

Two Heads. 1909.

Plaster Head and Arms. 1925.
Segal, George: The Bus Driver. 1962.
Sitnikov, Vasily: Plowed Hill. 1962.

Asians
Samant, Mohan (India): Green Square. 1963.
Gaitonde (India): Painting No. 4. 1962.
Rahmi, Bedri (Turkey): The Chain. 1962.
Erol: (Turkey): The Glory of the Kings. (1959?).